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Content-based Wake-up for Top-k Query in
Wireless Sensor Networks
Junya Shiraishi, Hiroyuki Yomo, Member, IEEE, Kaibin Huang, Senior Member, IEEE,
Čedomir Stefanović, Senior Member, IEEE,
and Petar Popovski, Fellow, IEEE
Abstract—This paper proposes content–based wake–up control
for top–k query in wireless sensor networks, where the sink
attempts to collect information on top–k nodes or top–k values
from sensor nodes employing wake–up receivers. The wake–
up procedure is designed with a goal of waking up only the
subset of nodes which have the relevant data observations to
construct the desired top–k set. This prevents the sensors with
less relevant data from waking up and wasting energy. Assuming
p–persistent carrier sense multiple access (CSMA) as the medium
access protocol, the proposed scheme is analyzed theoretically in
terms of data collection delay and total energy consumption.
The performance of the proposed wake–up control is examined
over a wide variety of parameters with practical considerations
and compared to the conventional identity (ID)–based wake–
up (IDWu) such as unicast wake–up (UCWu) and broadcast
wake–up (BCWu). The obtained numerical results show that the
proposed CDCoWu outperforms IDWu in terms of data collection
delay and energy consumption for the maximum ratio of top–
data to number of sensor nodes ranging from 0.1 to 0.5 when
the number of sensor nodes is equal to or more than 20.
Index Terms—Wireless Sensor Networks, Wake–up Receiver,
Energy–Efficiency, Top–k query, Medium Access Control
I. INTRODUCTION
Wireless sensor networks (WSNs) play a key role in sup-
porting diverse Internet of Things (IoT) applications [2] [3].
A key requirement on WSNs is energy efficiency that directly
affects the lifetime of networks consisting of battery-powered
nodes. A technology enabler in that direction is the wake–
up radio [4], which is a secondary, low–power radio that
supplements the primary radio interface used for data trans-
mission. The sensor node is in a dormant state when it does not
require communication, where its wake–up receiver is active
and primary radio is switched off. When a node needs to
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communicate to a dormant sensor node, it first transmits a
wake–up signal, which is received by the wake–up receiver
and initiates activation of the primary radio interface. This
allows for an on–demand operation, in which the main radio
interface spends energy only when actually communicating.
The original concept of a wake–up radio is developed with
identity (ID)–based wake–up [4], in which a target node ID
is embedded into the wake–up signal and thus the addressed
node activates its main radio [5][6].
The complexity of the sensor network design increases
significantly when the wake–up procedure is not based on the
ID of the target nodes, but on the query that the data sink
performs over the data contained in the nodes. This is denoted
as content–based wake–up and a typical example is top–k
query, where a user is interested in the top–k observations,
i.e., k nodes with the highest sensor readings in a sensing
field [7][8]. A conventional approach would be to separate
the query from the wake–up process, such that the data sink
wakes up all sensors to collect the data and then identifies the
top–k observations. This results in higher energy consump-
tion. Our previous work proposed a content–based wake–up
scheme (CoWu) to reduce the energy consumption in data
collection [1]. In CoWu, only the sensor nodes storing sensing
data larger than a specified threshold are woken up. Based
on that, a scheme specialized for top–k query was proposed,
termed CountDown CoWu (CDCoWu), which was shown to
be superior compared to ID–based wake–up (IDWu) such as
unicast wake–up (UCWu) and broadcast wake–up (BCWu) in
terms of data collection delay and total energy consumption.
UCWu individually activates all sensor nodes with unicast
ID while BCWu wakes up all nodes simultaneously with
broadcast ID for collecting their data. However, CDCoWu
works under the assumption that the observed data follows
the uniform distribution. Furthermore, the top–k query from
[1] is top–k node–set query, where the information on k nodes
with the highest readings is collected. A more exact approach
is to carry out a top–k value–set query, where the sink collects
top–k values in the sensing field [7]. To illustrate, assume that
there are 5 nodes A, B, C, D, E, which respectively have the
sensing data of 16, 25, 30, 32, 30. In this case, the information
to be collected with the top–3 node–set query is C, D, E and
their readings of 30, 32, 30 while that with the top–3 value–set
query is 25, 30, 32, 30 and their corresponding ID of B, C,
D, E.
This paper extends CDCoWu from the conference version in
[1] to deal with both node– and value–set query. Specifically,
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the new contributions of this paper in comparison to [1] are
as follows.
• While only top–k node–set query was considered in [1],
this paper proposes an enhanced algorithm of CDCoWu,
which is applicable to both node– and value– set query.
Furthermore, this paper analyzes the data collection delay
and energy consumption considering both node–set and
value–set query by assuming that the activated sensors
use medium access control (MAC) with p–persistent
CSMA. The impact of packet loss caused by channel
impairments is also investigated.
• In [1], it was assumed that the observed data follows
uniform distribution. This paper also considers the case
in which the observed data follows the exponential and
normal distributions.
• In [1], the value observed by each sensor is continuous.
This paper considers the practical case of digital sensors
with quantized, discrete data, and investigates the rela-
tionship between the wake–up control and granularity of
sensing.
• This paper compares the performance of the proposed
scheme to UCWu for different ratio of k to the number
of sensors, which were not considered in [1]. The possible
extensions of IDWu to incorporate a scheduled data
MAC (SDMAC) [9] are also discussed1. In addition, this
paper considers how the step of countdown and practical
settings of timeout values and distribution of sensing data
affect the obtained performance.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Sec. II
describes the related work. The system model is presented
in Sec. III. In Sec. IV, the proposed content–based wake–
up scheme is presented. In Sec. V, the performance of the
conventional scheme and the proposed wake–up scheme is
theoretically analyzed in terms of data collection delay and
total energy consumption. Numerical results are provided in
Sec. VI, followed by a conclusion in Sec. VII.
II. RELATED WORK
The basic approach for improving the energy–efficiency of
wireless networks is duty–cycling [10] with a periodic on/off
switching of the main radio. For instance, a power saving mode
(PSM) is introduced in cellular networks, where terminals in
the idle (sleep) state periodically monitor the paging channel
to check for incoming data [11]. In duty–cycling, idle listening
leads to significant overall energy consumption. Furthermore,
since no information can be exchanged until the nodes switch
to active period, duty–cycling suffers from the increased
latency. On the other hand, in the case of recent concept of
wake–up radio [4][12], the power consumption of secondary
radio module is order of magnitude lower than the main radio.
1Originally, SDMAC was developed for cellular networks, for which
licensed/dedicated frequency bands are commonly allocated. In contrast,
this work focuses on sensor networks operating over unlicensed frequency
bands, where the interference from different systems is inevitable. Since more
elaborations and considerations are required for the integration of SDMAC
with wake–up signaling over unlicensed bands as discussed in Sec. VI-E, we
keep the fair comparison between CDCoWu and SDMAC outside of the scope
of this paper.
Hence, the wake–up radio significantly reduces the energy for
idle listening. Moreover, as the main radio is activated through
wake–up signaling when it is needed, the latency is reduced.
The existing studies on wake–up receivers [12] treat hardware
design, routing and MAC protocols; the latter is the focus of
this paper.
The MAC protocols with wake–up signaling can be
transmitter–initiated (TI) or receiver–initiated (RI). In TI pro-
tocols [13], a transmitter sends wake–up signal to the receiver.
In RI protocols, the data receiver sends wake–up signals
to possible transmitters; this is suitable for the considered
scenario of data collection from a field with dormant sensors.
The RI protocol where each sensor node is woken up with an
individual ID is called ID–based wake–up [4] and its perfor-
mance is evaluated in [5]. As each request wakes up a single
node, there is no contention among activated nodes. A similar
type of ID–based RI protocol is employed in opportunistic
wake–up MAC [14]. In [15], the nodes are simultaneously
woken up through broadcast ID and their transmissions are
controlled to alleviate the contention. An RI protocol based
on broadcast wake–up combined with contention resolution
is used for neighbor discovery before unicast–based wake–up
signaling in [16].
A top–k query aims to find the extreme values within a data
set, and it has been widely studied in database processing
and management for distributed systems [17][18]. For top–
k query in WSNs [19][20][21], the main challenge is to
reduce the communication overhead by avoiding transmissions
that are unnecessary for constructing the top–k data set. [22]
uses an approach termed tiny aggregation (TAG) to exploit
data aggregation, by which each intermediate node along a
constructed route compares its own data with the received data,
forwarding only the data that are likely to be included into top–
k data set. There are also solutions based on arithmetic filters,
e.g., filtering approach (FILA) [23], exact top–k (EXTOK) [7],
and their enhanced versions, (e.g., [24], [25], [26]), where each
sensor node transmits its sensing data only if its value is within
a filter. These schemes are useful for repeated top–k monitor-
ing where sensed data is temporally correlated. Specifically,
EXTOK [7] deals with the exact top–k query similar to the
value–set query considered in this paper. However, EXTOK
is a filtering–based data collection/aggregation to be applied
to the upper layer of protocol stack, and no wake–up and
medium access control is considered. Local interactions among
the sensors and/or spatial correlation among the readings are
utilized in [27][28]. Priority–based top–k monitoring (PRIM)
[29] schedules the transmission of sensing data in the order of
sensor readings and suspends transmissions after the data sat-
isfies the top–k condition. Top–k monitoring can be integrated
with duty–cycling and other sleeping mechanisms, see [8] and
the references therein. More recent studies on top–k query in
WSNs consider the privacy and integrity issues [30][31], the
problems related to node mobility [32][33], compression and
correctness [34], and extensions to multiattribute query [35].
To the best of our knowledge, our previous research work
is the first to address the problem of top–k query with wake–
up signalling [1]. Note that a wake–up process activating
nodes according to their sensed data, which can be considered
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as content–based wake–up, was used for clustering in [36].
However, [36] is limited to clustering of nodes with similar
readings and is thus not directly applicable to the considered
scenario of top–k data collection.
III. SYSTEM MODEL
This paper considers a scenario where a number of sensor
nodes are deployed over a sensing field, and a sink attempts to
collect their observations. A star network topology is assumed,
in which each sensor node directly communicates with the
sink. Each sensor stores the last periodic measurement for
potential reporting. A sensor has a main radio interface used to
transmit the observation to the sink, and a wake–up receiver.
In the absence of communication requests from the sink, main
radio of each sensor is switched off, keeping only the wake–up
receiver active. The sink collects information by first sending
a request through a dedicated wake–up signaling, upon which
the target sensor activates its main radio interface and sends
a packet with its observation. The main radio is assumed
to operate over unlicensed frequency bands, e.g., following
IEEE 802.15.4 standard, and to use a p–persistent CSMA
protocol for transmitting each packet. Note that p–persistent
CSMA protocol can prevent interference with the other signals
(e.g., interference with the other systems sharing the same
unlicensed frequency band) by conducting carrier sense and
avoid collisions by transmitting data with probability p when
the channel is sensed to be free, which can imitate the back–off
(collision avoidance: CA) mechanism in IEEE 802.15.4. Thus,
p–persistent CSMA has both CSMA and CA mechanisms,
which is suited for the approximation of the practical MAC
protocol following IEEE 802.15.4 standard [37]. The MAC
channel is slotted, with slot length δ [s], and each node with a
packet to transmit conducts carrier sensing at the beginning of
a slot. If the channel is sensed to be free, the node transmits
the packet with probability p, otherwise it attempts again in
the next slot. For simplicity, it is assumed that packets can
be lost due to collisions or due to channel impairments with
independent and identical probability ec for each packet2.
This is a way to extend the model in [1] and account for
errors, while not explicitly including a propagation model for
the attenuation of transmitted signals. When a packet is lost,
each node detects the absence of acknowledgement (ACK) and
retransmits the packet also with p–persistent CSMA. If ACK
is received, a sensor switches its main radio off and enters a
sleep state. The ACK transmission from the sink is assumed
to be collision–free and error–free. All nodes, including the
sink, are assumed to be located within communication/wake–
up/carrier–sensing range of each other and there are no hidden
terminals.
The sink collects data through a top–k query [7][8]. The
top–k query has been considered to be employed for a large
number of IoT applications, e.g., environment/infrastructure
2Although this paper employs a fixed ec for all nodes in the analysis and
evaluations for simplicity, it has been confirmed by simulations that the results
with a fixed ec coincide with those obtained when the error probability for
each node is randomly varied with its mean set to be ec following, e.g.,
uniform or truncated Gaussian distribution.
monitoring [7][30], smart-city [38], and network manage-
ment [23]. The fundamental and common role of the top–
k query in these applications is to identify the nodes with
the highest readings of interest, e.g., various types of sensing
data or energy level of each sensor node. Since the synthetic
data following the ideal probability distributions, such as
uniform, exponential, and normal distributions, are commonly
employed for the analysis of query processing [7][39][40],
this paper assumes that the observed values of sensor nodes
follow uniform, exponential, or normal distribution between
the minimum and maximum values of Vmin and Vmax, re-
spectively, and considers both top–k node–set and value–set
query. The exponential distribution follows probability density




. With α = 0, p(x) is
reduced to the uniform distribution while the observed values
tend to have higher values with larger α. On the other hand,
PDF of a truncated Gaussian distribution with its mean of
µ and variance of σ2 is employed for normal distribution.
The observed data at each sensor node is quantized with
the uniform interval qstep, determined by the resolution of
analog-to-digital converter (ADC) of the sensor. Assuming that
the quantization bit rate of each sensor is bq [bits], qstep is
calculated as qstep = Vmax−Vmin2bq . Note that, with larger (or
smaller) qstep, multiple sensor nodes report the same quantized
value to the sink with high (or low) probability.
This paper considers the wake–up control scheme, where
the sink node does not require an additional hardware as
it sends the wake–up sequence by reusing the main radio.
The wake–up receiver uses a low power scheme based on
non–coherent envelope detection and on–off–keying (OOK)
demodulation, such that it can interpret the frame length,
but not its header/payload. The configuration of this type of
wake–up receiver is shown in Fig. 1 [41]. As shown in the
figure, the received signal is first amplified with low noise
amplifier (LNA). Then, the signal over a target frequency
band (e.g., 920MHz for IEEE 802.15.4g) is extracted with
a band pass filter (BPF). The output of envelope detector
is smoothed with low–pass–filter (LPF) and on–off–keying
(OOK) detection is applied to detect the signal with its level
larger than a threshold. By counting the continuous number
of “1”s, micro controller unit (MCU) calculates the length of
observed frame. Unlike the main radio following the existing
standard such as IEEE 802.15.4, the wake–up receiver includes
neither mixer/oscillator nor complicated signal processing.
This simple configuration enables the wake–up receiver to
achieve at most a few micro watts of power, which is several
orders of magnitude lower than that of the main radio [12].
The conventional wake–up signaling is the ID–based wake–
up (IDWu). For instance, a mapping can be made between
different wake–up IDs and frame lengths, which is shared by
all nodes [6]. For IDWu, this paper considers two types of
IDs: Broadcast wake–up ID (BCWuID) and Unicast wake–up
ID (UCWuID). BCWuID is a common ID to all sensor nodes,
which implements BCWu and triggers all nodes to wake up.
UCWuID is unique to each node, and the sink can specify
a single target node with a specific ID for UCWu. As the
ID does not contain information about the sensing data, it is
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LNA: Low Noise Amplifier
BPF: Band Pass Filter
LPF: Low Pass Filter
ADC: Analog to Digital Converter
Fig. 1. An example of configuration of wake–up receiver to detect frame
length.
possible that IDWu scheme will wake up nodes that are not
contributing to the top–k query, resulting in energy waste. In
order to address this issue, CoWu was proposed in [1], which
is discussed in Sec. IV.
IV. PROPOSED CONTENT–BASED WAKE–UP CONTROL
In ID–based wake–up, the sink first needs to wake up all
nodes by employing either BCWu or UCWu, and run data
collection process through their main radio interfaces. This
inevitably leads to energy waste, as the nodes storing data that
are out of top–k range also need to wake up at least once. This
problem is addressed by running a top–k query with CoWu,
described next.
A. Content–based Wake–up
In CoWu, each sensor node determines its wake–up frame
length based on its sensing data. Specifically, the range of
observable value [Vmin,Vmax] is mapped to the frame length
employed for wake–up control [Tmin,Tmax], see Fig. 2. Note
that Tmin is selected such that it is longer than the frame
length commonly employed for data transmissions. This is
to prevent false wake–up caused by background data traf-
fic, as the wake–up receiver regards only the frames larger
than Tmin as wake–up frames. The value division step is
defined as Vstep, which is a unit–size to divide the range
of observable value. Furthermore, the step to change the
frame length is defined as Tstep. Note that the minimum
value of Tstep is given by the resolution to change the
duration of frame transmitted by the main radio interface.
Then, when the observed value Vo belongs to j-th interval,
i.e., Vmax − (j + 1)×Vstep< Vo ≤ Vmax − j×Vstep, its
wake–up frame length Twu is set to Twu = Tmin + j×Tstep.
Furthermore, the wake–up receiver of CoWu is designed such
that only nodes satisfying Twu ≤ Trx wake up, where Trx
is the frame length to be detected at the wake–up receiver.
The sink transmits a wake–up signal with the frame length of
Tth, which corresponds to the value threshold of Vth. Thus,
CoWu activates only nodes with data satisfying the condition
specified by the sink.
Fig. 3 shows an example of data collection with CoWu
where the sink collects data from nodes storing the observed
data larger than Vth. Here, only sensor 1 with its observed
value V1 ≥ Vth has Twu < Trx, and thus wakes up, while
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Fig. 2. Mechanism to decide wake–up frame length in CoWu.
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Fig. 3. An example of CoWu operations.
B. Countdown Content–based Wake–up for Top–k Query
The scheme CDCoWu is designed such that CoWu can be
applied to both top–k node–set and value–set query. The basic
idea of CDCoWu is to gradually decrease the threshold of
CoWu described in Sec. IV-A until the sink manages to collect
the desired set of sensing data. The operation of the sink in the
proposed CDCoWu depends on the considered query, which
are called as node–set CDCoWu (N–CDCoWu) and value–set
CDCoWu (V–CDCoWu).
In the main flow of CDCoWu, the sink reduces the threshold
of CoWu from an initial value by a parameter called count-
down step (CDstep), by which it enlarges the range of value
for data collections step-by-step. Here, the initial threshold
of V 1th is set to Vmax − CDstep. The sink first generates a
wake–up signal (WuS) whose length corresponds to V 1th and
broadcasts it to sensor nodes. The nodes which have Twu
shorter than the length corresponding to V 1th (i.e., nodes storing
value higher than V 1th) wake up after detecting the wake–up
signal, and attempt to send a data packet to the sink with
p–persistent CSMA described in Sec. III. As the sink does
not know how many nodes will wake up with each wake–up
trial, it needs to set a time–out and wait until there are no
more responses. Following a successful data transmission, a
node transits to a sleep state and is configured not to wake up
for a certain period of time, preventing it from being woken
up again by the immediate wake–up signals from the same
round. After the time–out, the sink calculates the size nk of
the collected set and, if nk < k, the sink lowers the threshold




th − CDstep) and transmits a new wake–
up signal whose length corresponds to V 2th. This operation
continues until nk ≥ k.
The size of set is increased as follows. In N–CDCoWu,
the sink increases the size of node–set by 1 whenever it
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Fig. 4. An example of CDCoWu operations.
successfully receives the data from a node. In V–CDCoWu,
the sink stores the received values in the set of V and increases
the size of the collected set by 1 only if the received value is
not already included in V. Through the above operations, the
sink collects the information on top–k nodes/values without
waking up nodes that do not belong to the range of values
specified by the sink.
Fig. 4 shows an example operation of CDCoWu with k = 5,
where the sink completes the first and second wake–up trials.
At the bottom of Fig. 4, the temporal behavior of sensor
nodes together with that of the sink is also shown, which
clarifies the timing of wake–up and transitions between active
and sleep states. In the first wake–up trial with V 1th, sensor
nodes A, B, and D wake up and transmit data to the sink
while the other nodes, such as nodes C and F, keep their
sleep states. Each activated node transits to the sleep state
after receiving ACK. After the second wake–up trial with
V 2th, the sink collects 5 data readings from nodes A to E,
completing top–5 node–set query. However, top–5 value–set
query is not completed, as only 4 different values (q1, q3, q4,
q6) are gathered. Hence, the sink needs to further decrease the
threshold by CDstep and continue the wake–up trials. Thus, it
is likely that more nodes need to be woken up in V–CDCoWu
than in N–CDCoWu, especially when many nodes observe
the same values. The probability of this event depends on the
distribution of observed data and quantization step qstep.
The complexity of V–CDCoWu is higher than N–CDCoWu
due to a larger number of nodes to be woken up. In V–
CDCoWu, the sink executes the input of data into the set
of V after comparing the collected data with those already
included into V. The number of comparisons to be made
for each collected data depends on the size of V. Since the
maximum size of V is k, let us assume a worst case in terms of
complexity where the sink needs to always make comparisons
with k values for each collected data. Assuming that top–k
query is completed after collecting data from n nodes, the
sink needs to execute nk operations of comparison and k
operations of inputs. However, the time complexity of these
operations is considered to be low considering that the sink is
in general assumed to have high computational capability with
a stable power–source. On the other hand, the communication
delay, i.e., the time required for the sink to collect data from
n nodes, is dominant from a viewpoint of latency to complete
top–k query with n nodes. Therefore, this work only considers
communication delay to evaluate the latency to complete top–
k query.
The parameter CDstep affects the energy efficiency and
data collection delay of CDCoWu. With larger CDstep, more
nodes are simultaneously woken up with a single wake–up
signal, which increases the congestion level and the number of
unnecessarily activated nodes, thereby increasing the total en-
ergy consumption. This can be avoided by employing smaller
CDstep, which, however, may increase data collection delay
due to more wake–up trials with no replying node. Therefore,
CDstep should be optimized based on the target delay or
energy efficiency, which will be further discussed in Sec. VI.
V. THEORETICAL ANALYSIS OF IDWU AND CDCOWU
This section analyzes the data collection delay and energy
efficiency performance of IDWu and CDCoWu.
A. One-Shot Data Collection with p–persistent CSMA
In BCWu and the proposed CDCoWu, it can happen that
multiple nodes attempt to transmit their packets to acknowl-
edge the wake–up request from the sink, where each contend-
ing node holds only a single packet to transmit. This traffic
model is called one-shot data (OSD) model [37]. Under OSD
model, each node enters a sleep state after the successful
transmission of its packet and does not contend for the
channel. In [37], data collection delay and energy consumption
of nodes operating with p–persistent CSMA are analyzed when
OSD model is employed for the collision channel. These
equations are extended to take account of the packet errors
due to channel impairments with independent and identical
probability of ec for each packet. The data collection delay
Td(no) [s], defined as duration for no nodes (no ≥ 1) with




L− (L− 1)(1− p)n
(1− ec)np(1− p)n−1
δ, (1)
where L [slot] is the packet length in slots. As a special
case, this work assumes Td(0) = 0. Further, the total energy












where ξR [W]/ξT [W] is the power consumption of a node in
the receive/transmit state. This work also assumes Etotal(0) =
0. By using the above results, equations expressing data col-
lection delay and energy consumption are derived for different
wake–up control schemes applied to top–k query.
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B. Analysis of conventional and proposed wake–up control
This subsection first analyzes delay and total energy con-
sumption of conventional BCWu and UCWu, followed by
the analysis of the proposed CDCoWu. As already noted,
the BCWu and UCWu are required to activate all sensor
nodes to collect top–k observations (i.e., top–k node–set or
top–k value–set), as they do not conduct wake–up signaling
according to requested/sensed data. Here, delay is defined as
time required to collect top–k observations from sensor nodes.
Regarding energy consumption, this paper focuses on the total
energy spent by all sensor nodes during a single cycle of top–k
query. Considering that the wake–up receiver is always active
during a cycle3, the energy consumed by the wake–up receiver
is assumed to be same for all wake–up schemes. Therefore,
for simplicity, the energy consumed by the wake–up receiver
is neglected, and only energy consumed by the main radio is
calculated. Furthermore, in the following analysis, all wake–
up signals are assumed to be transmitted by the sink with
p = 1 in the operation of p–persistent CSMA, since no node
is supposed to contend with the sink. That is, the downlink
transmissions from the sink to the sensor nodes are assumed
to be error-free.
1) Analysis of BCWu scheme: In BCWu, the sink first
sends a wake–up signal whose length corresponds to BCWuID
in order to wake up all sensor nodes. Assuming that the
total number of sensor nodes is N and that all nodes detect
the wake–up signal correctly, N nodes wake up and attempt
to transmit their packets with p–persistent CSMA and OSD
model. Thus, delay of BCWu, TBCWud (N), is expressed as
TBCWud (N) = Td(N) + TBCWu, (3)
where TBCWu [s] is the frame length corresponding to
BCWuID. The energy consumed by the main radios of sensor
nodes in BCWu is
EBCWutotal (N) = Etotal(N), (4)
where Etotal(N) is given by eq. (2).
2) Analysis of UCWu scheme: In the case of top–k query
employing UCWu, the sink individually activates each node
by sending the wake–up signal whose length corresponds to
UCWuID. Hence, data collection delay of UCWu is given by









where TUCWu(i) [s] is the frame length corresponding to
the UCWuID assigned to sensor node i. Here, frame length
of UCWu is designed as TUCWu(i) = Tmin + Tstep×i
(i = 0, 1, 2, . . .). As for total energy consumption of UCWu,
considering that N nodes separately transmit their data in reply
to each wake–up request, it can be expressed as
EUCWutotal (N) = N ·Etotal(1). (6)
3The energy management, e.g., adaptive switch on/off of the wake–up
receiver, can be also applied. However, the energy consumption of the wake–
up receiver is so small that the impact of such an energy management on total
energy consumption would be negligible.
3) Analysis of CDCoWu scheme: As described in Sec.
IV-B, both N–CDCoWu and V–CDCoWu transmit (multiple)
wake–up signals until the data collection of top–k observa-
tions is completed. For each wake–up signal, the number of
activated nodes randomly varies depending on the distribution
of observed value and CDstep. Here, CDstep and Vstep are
respectively set as CDstep = mVstep and Vstep = lqstep,
where m and l are positive integers. Hereafter, lm is denoted
as m′. On the other hand, qstep is determined as qstep =
Vmax−Vmin
Imax
, where Imax is the total number of quantization
intervals calculated as Imax = 2bq . For each wake–up signal
specifying a value threshold, different number of activated
nodes try to send their packets with p–persistent CSMA. For
simplicity of analysis, it is assumed that timeout for each
wake–up, during which the sink waits for replies from the
activated nodes, can be ideally set to a value that is required
for all activated nodes to complete their transmissions. The
sink continues to send wake–up requests until the size of
collected set, nk, reaches k. Denote the probability that a
sensor node observes a value in the n-th quantization interval
by Pint(n), and by random variables Xn (n = 1, ..., Imax) the
number of nodes included in the n-th quantization interval.
Xn follow multinomial distribution, whose probability mass
function (PMF) is expressed as [42]











n=1 qn = N)
0 (otherwise),
(7)
where N is the number of sensor nodes. Here, Pint(n) depends
on the assumed distribution of observed value. In the case of




Vmax−Vmin (n = 1, 2, . . ., Imax − 1)
(Vmax−Vmin)−(Imax−1)qstep
Vmax−Vmin (n = Imax).
(8)
In the case of exponential distribution, whose PDF is defined



















































Given the i-th realization (sample) of {Xn} as si =
{qi1, qi2, . . ., qiImax}, the number of wake–up nodes at ζ-th





The number of wake–up signals required to complete the
collection of top–k observations in i-th realization is denoted
by niw. By using eqs. (1) and (7), mean total duration required
for data transmissions with p–persistent CSMA (excluding
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where M is the total number of realizations of multinomial
distribution given in eq. (7). Note that niw differs for N–
CDCoWu or V–CDCoWu.
As mentioned in Sec. IV-B, the sink reduces the threshold
of CoWu by CDstep for each wake–up trial. Then, the frame
length of the ζ-th wake–up signal is set as
TWuSCDCoWu(ζ) = Tmin + Tstep(mζ − 1). (13)
Therefore, the mean total duration required for transmitting








Thus, mean total delay to complete the collection of top–k
observations with CDCoWu is the sum of eqs. (12) and (14)





Analogously, the mean of total energy consumption of CD-










As already mentioned, the required number of wake–up
trials, niw, is different for N–CDCoWu and V–CDCoWu. Its





In the case of N–CDCoWu, the total number of wake–up
trials to complete top–k node–set collection is minimum j
(1 ≤ j ≤ Wmax) satisfying
j∑
ζ=1
xiζ ≥ k. (18)
On the other hand, with V–CDCoWu, the sink increases the
size of collected set by 1 when there exists at least one node
observing the data within a quantization interval. Thus, for a




u(qil − 1), (19)
where u(x) is a step function, defined as
u(x) =
{
1 (x ≥ 0)
0 (otherwise).
(20)
With V–CDCoWu, it can happen that the size of collected
set does not exceed k even if the data collections from all
sensor nodes deployed over the sensing field are completed,
especially when the observed value is concentrated into a
certain range. Therefore, two conditions for finishing top–
k value–set query at j-th wake–up trial are defined: one is
when the size of collected set reaches k and the other is when











ζ = N (otherwise).
(21)
VI. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS
A. Approximate analysis with MCMC
The exact calculation of mean delay and energy consump-
tion of CDCoWu, see eqs. (12), (14), and (16), requires
consideration of all realizations of multinomial distribution






tion becomes intractable when N and/or Imax become large.
For this reason, this paper resorts to Markov Chain Monte
Carlo (MCMC) method [43] to obtain approximate results.
Specifically, this work employs Metropolis algorithm [43]
that generates sequence of samples (realizations), as described
below:
• STEP 0: [Set initial state] Set an initial state X(0) =∪Imax
n=1 q
(0)
n , where q
(0)
n is the number of nodes belonging
to the n-th quantization interval under the initial state.
The initial state is set so that the number of nodes in
each interval is distributed as fairly as possible, with
a constraint that the total number of nodes is N , i.e.,∑Imax
n=1 q
(0)
n = N . This constraint is the same in any




n = N ).
• STEP 1: [Generate new sample] Create a new sample
X
′
from the current state X(t). In each state, there are
Imax intervals, from which one interval i with number of
nodes ni satisfying ni ≥ 1 is randomly chosen and ni is
decreased by 1. Then, another interval j with number of
nodes nj satisfying nj < N is randomly selected and nj








P(X(t)) , by using PMF given by eq. (7).
4
• STEP 3: [Update state] Generate a random number
r ∈ [0, 1], following uniform distribution, and decide the











• STEP 4: [Go back to STEP 1].
One round of STEP 1 to STEP 4 defines a Monte Carlo
(MC) step, which is repeated Z times. For each MC step,
by using the distribution of nodes represented by the state of
X(t), delay and energy consumption are calculated through the
equations derived in Sec. V, and stored as t(z) and e(z), re-
spectively. After repeating MC step Z times, the approximate














4More details on transition cost can be found in [43].
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A unique feature of Metropolis method is that each sample
to calculate the expectations of function in eqs. (12), (14),
and (16) is selected from the region where its probability
is relatively high, while searching the other regions with
probability r. After repeating a sufficient number of MC steps,
it can be expected to obtain approximate results that are close
to exact solutions.
B. Impact of different parameters on the performance of
CDCoWu
This subsection investigates the performance of N–
CDCoWu and V–CDCoWu for different parameters such as
CDstep, bq , α, and k via numerical results obtained by the
theoretical analysis and computer simulations. The simulations
are conducted by a custom–made simulator created with
Matlab. First, a set of observed data of sensor nodes is ran-
domly generated following the uniform, exponential, or normal
distribution. Then, the procedures of wake–up/data collections
following the system model given in Sec. III as well as IDWu
and CDCoWu explained in Sec. V are simulated, including
the actual operations of p–persistent CSMA protocol. The
data collection delay and energy consumption of each node
are recorded when the sink completes top–k query. These
processes are repeated for different samples of observed data
of sensor nodes, whose averaged results are plotted in the
following figures. The values of the other parameters used for
numerical evaluations are shown in Table I. Further, the values
of l (see Sec. V-B3) are set to 2bq−9 if bq is larger than 9,
and otherwise set to 1. This restriction comes from constraints
on range and resolution of wake–up frame length, specified
by considering the standard IEEE 802.15.4g [41][44]. The
maximum size of IEEE 802.15.4g frame is 2055 bytes while
the sizes from 28 to 135 bytes are commonly employed for
their data transmissions. Therefore, the length corresponding
to the range between 135 bytes and 2055 bytes is used
for the wake–up frame length. With the assumption that the
transmission rate is 100 kbps and the step to vary frame length
is 1 byte, the temporal resolution to change the wake–up
frame length is 0.08 ms. However, considering the detection
accuracy, the step of 2 bytes is employed as the interval to
change the wake–up frame length [44]. This allows us to apply
960 different frame length for mapping with the observed
value. If the number of quantization bits is equal to or less
than 9, i.e., if the number of quantization intervals is less than
or equal to 960, the appropriate mapping can be achieved by
setting l = 1. Otherwise, the mapping cannot be properly made
unless the value of l is appropriately adjusted.
1) Impact of CDstep: Figs. 5 and 6 show data collection
delay and total energy consumption of N–CDCoWu and V–
CDCoWu against CDstep, respectively, where the number
of MC steps, Z, is set to 1,000,000 (this assumption will
hold hereafter unless otherwise stated). This evaluation sets
N = 100, k = 25, bq = 8, and ec = 0, assuming
uniform distribution of observed values. Here, p = 0.0606
is employed, which corresponds to the practical size of back–
off window of 32 [37]. Obviously, the figures show that the
results obtained with the approximate analysis coincide with
TABLE I
PARAMETERS EMPLOYED FOR NUMERICAL EVALUATIONS
Parameters Values
Data transmission rate 100 kbps
Length of packet in time slots L 10
Time slot length δ 320 µsec
Power consumption in Transmit state ξT 55 mW [45]
Power consumption in Receive state ξR 50 mW [45]
Distribution of observed value [Vmin, Vmax] [0, 50]
Interval of wake–up frame length Tstep 0.16 msec [44]
Minimum wake–up frame length Tmin 10.8 msec [44]
Wake–up Frame length corresponding to BCWuID TBCWu 10.8 msec









N-CDCoWu (Simulation, w/ practical timeout)





Fig. 5. Data collection delay against CDstep for N–CDCoWu and V–
CDCoWu (N = 100, k = 25, bq = 8, and p = 0.0606).
simulation results very well, validating the approach employed
in this paper. Fig. 5 shows that the data collection delay is
a convex function of CDstep, such that there is a minimal
value with CDoptstep. When CDstep < CD
opt
step, the delay
increases because a smaller number of nodes observe the
value within each CDstep, which requires increased number
of transmissions of wake–up signals. For CDstep > CD
opt
step,
the delay increases due to the congestion caused by the
increased number of nodes that observe values within each
CDstep, simultaneously wake up and contend for the shared
channel. Note that the convexity of data collection delay
against CDstep can be also observed in theoretical equations




ζ in eq. (11) or y
i
ζ
in eq. (19) becomes smaller, by which niw satisfying eq. (18)
or (21) becomes larger. This makes the duration required for









N-CDCoWu (Simulation, w/ practical timeout)





Fig. 6. Total energy consumption against CDstep for N–CDCoWu and V–
CDCoWu (N = 100, k = 25, bq = 8, and p = 0.0606).
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transmitting wake–up signals in eq. (14) larger. While this
negative effect is alleviated as the value of CDstep increases,
the delay for transmitting data expressed in eq. (12) becomes
larger since xiζ in Td(x
i
ζ), which is a monotonically increasing
function against xiζ as given in eq. (1), increases. Due to
this negative effect with increasing CDstep, data collection
delay starts to increase again. On the other hand, Fig. 6 shows
that total energy consumption increases as CDstep becomes
larger. This is because the probability that a node wakes up in
a trial increases as CDstep becomes larger, which increases
the amount of energy consumed for each node to resolve
contention.
Figs. 5 and 6 also show that V–CDCoWu has larger delay
and energy consumption than N–CDCoWu. This is because,
even if the number of wake–up nodes exceeds k in V–
CDCoWu, the size of collected set does not necessarily reach
k. In this case, the sink lowers the value threshold in order
to collect new data, which increases the number of wake–up
trials and activated nodes, resulting in larger delay and energy
consumption.
Note that, in Figs. 5 and 6, simulation results of CDCoWu
are also plotted when we employ a practical timer for the sink
to wait for the replies from activated nodes instead of ideally
assuming that the sink can set the timer to the value required
for all activated nodes to complete their transmissions. The
timer is set every time the sink completes the reception of
a packet from a sensor node. Once the time expires before
detecting a packet of the other nodes, the sink decides that
there is no longer any node to respond to the wake-up request.
Here, the timer should be sufficiently longer than the period to
accommodate a packet transmission of a single node, including
back–off period. Two different timers are prepared: one is the
value used for wake–up trials before the sink grasps top–k
set, and the other is the value employed for the last wake–
up trial in which the size of top–k set reaches k. The former
value is set to be 32 slots, as p = 0.0606 corresponds to the
back–off window size of 32 [37]. The latter value is set to be
sufficiently larger than the former one, i.e., 320 slots, in order
for the sink to make sure that there is no more node belonging
to the exact top–k set. Note that, practically, this timer can be
much shorter since back–off period of each node is upper–
bounded, which is controlled by maximum size of back–off
element [37]. For instance, in IEEE 802.15.4 MAC protocol,
maximum size of back–off element is commonly set to be 5,
which makes each node transmit a packet at least within 32
slots after the last busy period of channel. In this work, 320
slots are needed because the back–off period of p-persistent
CSMA, which is employed just for simplifying the analysis,
is not upper-bounded. The results with a practical timer are
marked with “Simulation w/ practical timeout” in the figures.
From these results, it can be seen that data collection delay
and total energy consumption are increased with the practical
timeout. The longer timer than the ideal case results in the
increase of data collection delay. On the other hand, the shorter
timer results in the increase of total energy consumption since
not all activated nodes complete data transmissions within the
corresponding wake–up trial, and they remain to be active until
the next wake–up trials. However, focusing on the results for
the range close to CDoptstep, it can be seen that the increase
of data collection delay and total energy consumption is not
significant, which indicates that the assumption on the ideal
timeout is reasonable.
2) Impact of quantization step: The number of discrete
values that each sensor node can observe and report changes
in accordance with quantization bit rate bq of each sensor. In
order to investigate the impact of the value of bq , bq is varied
from 5 to 10, and the performance of data collection delay and
total energy consumption of N–CDCoWu and V–CDCoWu is
evaluated. Figs. 7 and 8 show results with uniform distribution
of observed values, for N = 100, k = 25, CDstep = Vstep,
p = 0.0606, and ec = 0. Note that, this evaluation employed
the smallest possible CDstep in order to clarify the difference
of impact of bq on N–CDCoWu and V–CDCoWu.
Fig. 7 shows that V–CDCoWu requires larger delay than N–
CDCoWu. With the smaller value of bq (i.e., with the larger
quantization step), the number of nodes waking up against
a wake–up signal becomes larger. Therefore, as bq becomes
smaller, the sink can complete top–k data collection with
relatively smaller number of wake–up signals, resulting in
smaller data collection delay. On the other hand, as the value of
bq increases, the required number of wake–up trials increases.
That is why data collection delay of CDCoWu monotonically
increases until bq reaches 9. Fig. 8 shows that total energy
consumption of V–CDCoWu and N–CDCoWu decreases as
the value of bq increases. Note that, as mentioned in Sec.
V-B3, the value of Vstep is changed in accordance with bq .
Under the setting of CDstep = Vstep, smaller values of bq
lead to worse resolution in terms of quantization, and many
nodes tend to be included into the same Vstep that becomes
larger with the decrease of bq . This increases the probability
that many nodes wake up in each wake–up trial, resulting
in severe congestion and a larger energy consumption. Note
that, if bq is larger than 9, Vstep takes the same value due to
the upper bound resulting from mapping design of the frame
length as mentioned in Sec.VI-B. However, total number of
observable data increases, therefore, the larger bq becomes, the
more values the sink can collect for the same size of CDstep.
Therefore, for V–CDCoWu, data collection delay in Fig. 7 and
total energy consumption in Fig. 8 decrease when the value
of bq changes from 9 to 10.
Finally, Figs. 7 and 8 show that data collection delay and
total energy consumption of V–CDCoWu tend to converge into
those of N–CDCoWu. As bq becomes larger, the resolution of
quantization becomes better, and the probability for different
sensors to observe the same value becomes smaller. With
the extreme condition of bq → ∞, this probability becomes
negligibly small. In this case, the set to be collected by N–
CDCoWu and V–CDCoWu are almost the same, and the data
collection delay and total energy consumption of V–CDCoWu
and N–CDCoWu tend to become equal. For instance, for bq of
20, it has been confirmed with simulations that data collection
delay of V–CDCoWu and N–CDCoWu are 2.8974 [s] and
2.8939 [s], respectively, and total energy consumption of V–
CDCoWu and N–CDCoWu are both 0.0111 [J].
3) Impact of distribution of observed values: Here, the
impact of distribution of observed values on delay and energy
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Fig. 7. Data collection delay against bq for N–CDCoWu and V–CDCoWu
(N = 100, k = 25, CDstep = Vstep, and p = 0.0606).













Fig. 8. Total energy consumption against bq for N–CDCoWu and V–CDCoWu
(N = 100, k = 25, CDstep = Vstep, and p = 0.0606).
consumption of CDCoWu is evaluated by taking exponential
distribution as an example, where the value of α in eq. (9) is
changed from 0 (uniform distribution) to 0.1 with the step of
0.01, for N = 100, k = 25, CDstep = 10Vstep, p = 0.0606,
ec = 0, and bq = 8. Fig. 9 shows data collection delay
of N–CDCoWu and V–CDCoWu against α. From Fig. 9,
one can see that data collection delay of N–CDCoWu and
V–CDCoWu have the minimum value for α = 0.04 and
α = 0.08, respectively. As the value of α is increased from
0, the distribution of observed values becomes non-uniform,
and more biased toward higher values. Therefore, the size
of collected set reaches k with smaller number of wake–up
signals, which decreases data collection delay of both N–
CDCoWu and V–CDCoWu. However, the data collection delay
is increased after α increases over the optimal value, as the
negative impact of congestion caused by simultaneous wake–
up of nodes observing higher values becomes more dominant
than the reduction in the number of wake–up trials. For high
values of α, many nodes tend to hold the same value and the
size of collected set of V–CDCoWu becomes smaller against
the number of nodes with their data collected, which then
requires more number of wake–up trials to collect new value.
Therefore, the positive effect to reduce the number of wake–
up trials with increased α is smaller for V–CDCoWu than
that for N–CDCoWu; this also explains why the value of α
at which data collection delay takes the minimum value for
V–CDCoWu happens for smaller value of α.
The convexity described above can also be observed in














Fig. 9. Data Collection delay against α for N–CDCoWu and V–CDCoWu
(N = 100, k = 25, CDstep = 10Vstep, and p = 0.0606).
the analysis and equations derived in Sec. V, as similarly
explained for the impact of CDstep in Fig. 5. As the value
of α becomes larger, from eq. (9), it can be seen that the
probability that each node observes higher values becomes
higher, which increases xiζ against the smaller ζ. This makes
niw satisfying eq. (11) or (19) smaller, which makes the
duration required for transmitting wake–up signals in eq.
(14) smaller. On the other hand, the delay for transmitting
data given in eq. (12) becomes larger since xiζ in eq. (12)
for smaller ζ can become sufficiently large to cause severe
congestion. Therefore, depending on whether delay for data
transmissions in eq. (12) or that for transmitting wake–up
signals in eq. (14) is dominant, data collection delay increases
or decreases, which gives its convexity against the value of α.
It has been also confirmed that total energy consumption
of both N–CDCoWu and V–CDCoWu monotonically increase
as α becomes larger due to an increased level of congestion
and that N–CDCoWu consistently requires smaller energy
consumption than V–CDCoWu as the number of nodes to
collect the data from are smaller.
4) Impact of k: Figs. 10 and 11 show data collection
delay and total energy consumption of N–CDCoWu and V–
CDCoWu against k, respectively. This evaluation sets N =
100, CDstep = 10Vstep, bq = 8, p = 0.0606, assuming
uniform distribution of observed values. The results with
different ec are plotted, which shows the agreement between
approximate and simulation results. It can also be seen that
the performance is degraded as the probability of packet
losses due to channel impairments becomes higher. Focusing
on the impact of k, it can be noticed that the selection
of the smallest value of k is desirable in terms of both
data collection delay and total energy consumption. However,
practically, the application scenario should be also considered
to decide an appropriate value of k. For instance, top–k query
in wireless sensor networks is useful when the resources
required to execute some actions against the sensing targets
are limited. In this case, the prioritized usage of the resources
is desired. The examples include ecology observation of the
bird species in a forest by ornithologists [20] and forest fire
monitoring [8] where a user dispatches drones to the fire
environment to put out the fire. In these scenarios, the optimal
value of k depends on the type and number of resources
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Fig. 10. Data collection delay against k for N–CDCoWu and V–CDCoWu
(N = 100, CDstep = 10Vstep, bq = 8, and p = 0.0606).
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Fig. 11. Total energy consumption against k for N–CDCoWu and V–
CDCoWu (N = 100, CDstep = 10Vstep, bq = 8, and p = 0.0606).
available for users. On the other hand, if top–k query is simply
applied for monitoring purpose, the optimal value of k is the
maximum value satisfying the constraints of communication
characteristics such as data collection delay and total energy
consumption (i.e., battery lifetime).
C. Comparison of different wake–up schemes
Now data collection delay and total energy consumption
achieved by different wake–up schemes are compared. The
performance of each wake–up scheme depends on different
parameters such as p and CDstep. For instance, CDCoWu
can achieve high energy efficiency at the cost of delay by
setting CDstep to small value, as confirmed by the evaluations
in Sec. VI-B. Because of such trade–offs, it is difficult to
compare different wake–up schemes unless either target delay
or energy is fixed. Thus, the effectiveness of CDCoWu is
investigated by comparing its total energy consumption with
IDWu on condition that delay of CDCoWu does not exceed
that of IDWu. This upper bound on delay is obtained with the
optimized transmission probability p of each IDWu (BCWu,
UCWu), i.e., minimum data collection delay for different
number of nodes. The optimal parameters are chosen as
follows:
• UCWu: In UCWu, only a single node wakes up for
each wake–up trial conducted by the sink, which means
that there are no collisions. Therefore, the transmission
probability of UCWu is set as p = 1. The optimized data
collection delay of UCWu for different number of sensor
nodes N is defined as τoptUCWu(N).
• BCWu: In BCWu, the optimal transmission probability
depends on the number of sensor nodes. The optimal
probability popt is obtained for different number of sensor
nodes N .5 Here, the optimized data collection delay of
BCWu for different number of sensor nodes is defined as
τoptBCWu(N).
• CDCoWu: In CDCoWu, the achievable performance de-
pends not only on the transmission probability p but
also on CDstep. The set of p and CDstep values is
obtained, which minimizes the total energy consumption
for different number of sensor nodes on condition that




sets of parameters are defined for {CDstep, p}: U(N), the
optimized set for comparison with UCWu, and B(N), for
comparison with BCWu, which are required to satisfy
U(N) = min
CDstep,p





{ECDCoWutotal (N)} s.t. τ ≤ τ
opt
BCWu(N) , (26)
where τ is data collection delay of CDCoWu for the
optimized set of parameters, employed in the evaluations.
Note that this paper resorts to a heuristic approach to
obtain the optimal values of the above–mentioned parameters.
That is, approximate results of mean delay and total energy
consumption are evaluated for a wide range of parameters,
and the appropriate values of CDstep and p are selected. This
is because of the difficulty to derive the expressions of mean
delay and total energy consumption of the proposed scheme
in closed form. This means that the employed parameters may
not be strictly optimal.
Figs. 12 and 13 show the comparison of total energy
consumption of CDCoWu with BCWu and with UCWu, re-
spectively, when they are applied for top–10 query. The results
are plotted for distributions of observed values of uniform and
exponential distribution with α = 0.1 and ec = 0. Hereafter,
the number of MC steps, Z, is set to 100,000. As already
noted, delay of CDCoWu is upper–bounded by that of BCWu
and UCWu in the figures. The plots show that performance
of IDWu obtained with the analysis coincide with simulation
results very well. In Fig. 12, results for energy consumption
of CDCoWu for the number of nodes of 10 and 20 are
not plotted. This is because top–k node/value set collections
are not completed under the delay constraint of τoptBCWu(N)
for these sets of parameters. Specifically, in order to satisfy
the delay constraint of optimized BCWu, CDCoWu needs to
reduce the number of transmissions of wake–up signals for
data collections. In CDCoWu, the length of wake–up frame
determined by mapping rule described in Sec. IV-A is designed
to alleviate the negative impact of wake–up overhead for a
scenario of top–k query, i.e., higher (lower) value is mapped to
shorter (longer) frame length. However, each length of wake–
up frame of CDCoWu is equal to or longer than that of BCWu,
TBCWu, which is set to Tmin. When the number of nodes is 10
5Due to lack of space, this paper does not show results corresponding to
this optimization.
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Fig. 12. Total energy consumption against the number of sensor nodes for
BCWu and CDCoWu.
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Fig. 13. Total energy consumption against the number of sensor nodes for
UCWu and CDCoWu.
or 20, (i.e., when N is small), in order to realize smaller delay
than BCWu, the sink needs to wake up all nodes with smaller
number of wake–up trials. However, as mentioned above, the
length of wake–up frame of CDCoWu are longer than that
of BCWu. That is why CDCoWu can not satisfy the delay
constraint of eq. (26), when the number of nodes is small.
Fig. 12 shows that total energy consumption of BCWu is
much larger than that of CDCoWu since, with BCWu, the sink
needs to aggregate data from all sensor nodes with relatively
small transmission probability (e.g., when the number of nodes
N = 100, the transmission probability p needs to be set
to 0.0111). In this case, many nodes need to stay awake
for a long period of time to resolve contentions. On the
other hand, CDCoWu can achieve small energy consumption,
especially when the number of nodes is large. This is because,
in CDCoWu, the sink can collect top–k observations just by
sending wake–up signals a couple of times without waking
up all sensor nodes. Under the constraint of data collection
delay, total energy consumption of CDCoWu is minimized
by employing relatively small CDstep with high transmission
probability p, which makes small number of activated nodes
succeed in data transmissions quickly. Furthermore, Fig. 12
shows a remarkable difference on total energy consumption
of CDCoWu with the increasing number of nodes for uniform
distribution and exponential distribution. Specifically, total en-
ergy consumption for uniform distribution becomes smaller as
the number of nodes increases. On the other hand, total energy
consumption for exponential distribution first decreases, and
then increases after it reaches a certain point, against the num-
ber of nodes. The declining tendency for uniform distribution
in Fig. 12 is mainly due to the adopted value of CDstep.
As already discussed, when the number of nodes becomes
larger, the sink can adopt relatively small CDstep values under
the delay constraint, which reduces the number of wake–up
nodes for each wake–up trial. Thus, total energy consumption
for uniform distribution becomes smaller as the number of
nodes increases thanks to the reduced level of congestion. The
same effect can be observed for exponential distribution in
Fig. 12, for a smaller number of nodes. However, for a larger
number of nodes, more nodes make observations in the higher
range of quantization intervals for exponential distribution.
The negative effect caused by simultaneous wake–up of nodes
within the same interval becomes dominant, which is why
total energy consumption for exponential distribution becomes
larger over the range of N ≥ 40 in N–CDCoWu and N ≥ 50
in V–CDCoWu.
Fig. 13 shows that CDCoWu achieves smaller energy con-
sumption than UCWu when the number of sensor nodes is
equal to or more than 30. In [1], it was shown that UCWu
realizes higher energy efficiency compared with BCWu, while
requiring larger delay than BCWu to complete data collection.
Thus, small values of CDstep are applied to CDCoWu under
the constraint of delay for UCWu expressed in eq. (25), to
make the impact of post wake–up congestion less significant.
However, as shown in Fig. 13, total energy consumption for
N = 10 is larger than that for N = 20. This is because
the constraint on delay described in eq. (25) for N = 10 is so
strict that CDstep should be set to relatively large value, which
causes unacceptable level of congestion. On the other hand,
for larger N , unnecessary wake–up of nodes is suppressed
in CDCoWu while all sensor nodes need to be woken up at
least once in UCWu. This makes it possible for CDCoWu to
achieve much smaller energy consumption than UCWu, while
satisfying the delay constraint.
In summary, it can be stated that CDCoWu is superior
to IDWu, especially when the number of sensor nodes is
large. The data collection delay and total energy consumption
of N–CDCoWu and V–CDCoWu have also been compared
with those of UCWu by simulations when we employ a
practical dataset of temperature sensors, which is Intel Lab
Data [46]. Due to lack of space, this paper does not show
results, but it has been confirmed that N–CDCoWu and V–
CDCoWu with N = 50 and k = 5 achieve smaller total energy
consumption than UCWu by about 80% and 50%, respectively,
while keeping smaller data collection delay than UCWu.
D. Impact of k and N
Figs. 12 and 13 show that there are some cases where
CDCoWu does not outperform IDWu in terms of both data
collection delay and total energy consumption. Specifically,
whether CDCoWu will outperform IDWu depends on the ratio
of k to N . This subsection investigates the phenomenon when
k and N are varied, focusing on the superiority of CDCoWu to
UCWu which has more comparable performance than BCWu.
This paper provides insights on the percentage of top–
data for a given N that motivates use of CDCoWu instead
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of IDWu. To this end, this work investigates k–N ratio





| ϵ ≤ ϵoptUCWu(N)} , (27)
where ϵ is minimum total energy consumption of CDCoWu
under the optimized set of parameters satisfying the delay con-
straints of UCWu, and ϵoptUCWu(N) is total energy consumption
against the number of nodes under the optimized parameter p
for UCWu. Below, maximum k–N ratio, i.e., max Uk(N) for
different number of nodes, is investigated.
Fig. 14 shows maximum k–N ratio for UCWu against the
number of nodes, where ec = 0 and uniform distribution,
exponential distribution with α = 0.1, and normal distribution
are employed for observed values. Here, the mean of normal
distribution is set as µ = Vmax+Vmin2 = 25. On the other
hand, the standard deviation of normal distribution is set as
σ = 2.85, which is the value observed in the Intel Lab
Data set of temperature sensors [47]. The declining tendency
of maximum k–N ratio for V–CDCoWu with exponential
distribution in Fig. 14 is mainly due to the constraint on
total energy consumption. As discussed in Sec. VI-B3, total
energy consumption of CDCoWu increases with α due to
congestion. In the case of V–CDCoWu, the sink needs to
collect data from more nodes in order to complete top–k
value–set query. This decreases the maximum k–N ratio of
V–CDCoWu for larger number of nodes, as shown in Fig. 14.
Furthermore, from Fig. 14, one can see that maximum k–N
ratio for normal distribution is the smallest among different
distributions. The normal distribution has the observed values
concentrated on smaller range than the other distributions.
This makes it difficult for CDCoWu to control a trade–off
between delay and energy consumption. That is, larger CDstep
is required to quickly find the range with more data, but it
increases the number of activated nodes for each wake–up
trial, resulting in higher level of congestion. This becomes
apparent especially for smaller number of nodes, where the
delay constraint of UCWu is more severe, and CDCoWu
cannot outperform UCWu for the number of nodes of 10. This
problem can be addressed by adapting the size of CDstep in
accordance with the distribution of observed data, which is
kept for future work. However, from Fig. 14, it is evident that
CDCoWu outperforms UCWu in terms of both data collection
delay and total energy consumption for any distribution when
the number of nodes is equal to or more than 20, and its
maximum k–N ratio ranges from 0.1 to 0.5.
Fig. 15 plots maximum k–N ratio for UCWu against the
number of nodes when the probability of packet loss due to
channel impairments, ec, is set to 0.1. The employed parame-
ters are the same as Fig. 14. By comparing Figs. 15 and 14, it
can be seen that the introduction of packet loss due to channel
impairments does not cause significant change for achievable
maximum k–N ratio. For CDCoWu, each node needs to spend
time and energy for contention resolution to retransmit a
lost packet. However, the increased delay of UCWu caused
by packet losses allows CDCoWu to employ small CDstep,
which reduces the negative impact of congestion. Overall, the


















Fig. 14. Maximum k–N ratio of CDCoWu to UCWu in terms of data
collection delay and total energy consumption.


















Fig. 15. Maximum k–N ratio of CDCoWu to UCWu in terms of data
collection delay and total energy consumption with ec = 0.1.
proposed scheme achieves the same range of maximum k–N
ratio as Fig. 14.
E. Discussions
This paper has considered IDWu based on UCWu/BCWu as
reference wake–up schemes for comparison with CDCoWu.
All of these schemes are designed such that the activated
nodes can attempt to transmit packets at arbitrary timing
based on CSMA protocol. On the other hand, wake–up control
with scheduled transmission of packets can be also designed,
e.g., by integrating wake–up control with scheduled data
MAC (SDMAC) [9], which is called as Wu–SDMAC here,
as follows:
• A wake–up signal to wake up all nodes is transmitted by
the sink, whose length is set to be Tmin.
• The timing for each node to wake up after detecting
the wake–up signal is scheduled based on time division
multiple access (TDMA)–like policy, i.e., the node ID j
(j = 0, 1, · · · ) wakes up in jTsch [s] after receiving the
wake–up signal and transmits data.
• After completing data transmissions, each node transits
to a sleep state.
The Wu–SDMAC involves only a single transmission of
wake–up signal while avoiding contentions by nodes, which
includes the advantages of BCWu and UCWu. Furthermore, it
requires neither variable frame length for wake–up signaling
nor optimizations of parameters such as CDstep, Vstep and
practical timer to detect the absence of replies from activated
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Fig. 16. Maximum k–N ratio of CDCoWu to Wu–SDMAC in terms of data
collection delay and total energy consumption.
nodes, resulting in lower complexity than BCWu/UCWu.
However, the period for each node to attempt packet trans-
mission, i.e., Tsch, should be carefully designed such that it
can accommodate the delay caused not only by the contention
with possible interferers (e.g., devices sharing the same unli-
censed frequency band), but also by retransmissions required
when packets are lost due to channel impairments. The fair
comparison between CDCoWu and Wu–SDMAC requires us
to optimize Tsch considering possible congestion level over the
shared channel and packet losses due to channel impairments,
which is out of scope of this paper. However, when there is
no possible interference (e.g., the operation over the dedicated,
licensed frequency band) and no packet loss, Tsch can be set
to Lδ, which is the period to accommodate a single packet.
As an evaluation in this particular setting, the maximum k–
N ratio for Wu–SDMAC is evaluated here. The equations to
give data collection delay and total energy consumptions can
be easily obtained by extending those derived for BCWu and
UCWu in Sec. V.
Fig. 16 shows maximum k–N ratio for Wu–SDMAC against
the number of nodes, where uniform and exponential distribu-
tion with α = 0.1 are employed for observed values. Due to
the difficulty to control trade–off between delay and energy
consumption described in Sec. VI-D, CDCoWu does not
outperform Wu–SDMAC for normal distribution, therefore,
only results for uniform and exponential distributions are
plotted. The main parameters employed for evaluations are
the same as Fig. 14. From this figure, it can be seen that
maximum k–N ratio realizing superiority of CDCoWu to Wu–
SDMAC is decreased in comparison to that to UCWu. As
the wake–up overhead of Wu–SDMAC is negligible, Wu–
SDMAC achieves smaller data collection delay than UCWu.
From Fig. 16, it can be seen that the proposed CDCoWu shows
the superiority to Wu–SDMAC for k–N ratio ≤ 0.1, reaching
0.3 at maximum for these two types of distributions. The Wu–
SDMAC improves performance after wake–up process while
the proposed CDCoWu solves unnecessary wake–up of nodes
irrelevant to top–k data set at the cost of contentions after the
wake–up process. The thorough and fair comparison between
CDCoWu and Wu–SDMAC in more general settings is kept
for our future work.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
This paper investigated how wasteful wake–ups in WSNs
exploiting wake–up receivers can be reduced when top–k
node/value set collections are used. The enhanced algorithms
for top–k node–set/value–set query employing CoWu were
proposed, called N–CDCoWu and V–CDCoWu. The equations
expressing data collection delay and total energy consumption
of different wake–up schemes were derived in order to analyze
the effectiveness of the proposed schemes, assuming the em-
ployment of p–persistent CSMA as MAC protocol. In order to
obtain numerical results on the proposed CDCoWu, an MCMC
method was used. Through comparison between theoretical
and simulation results, the validity was confirmed for the
derived equations and analysis based on the MCMC method.
The performance of CDCoWu was thoroughly investigated
over a wide variety and range of parameters, and valid insights
related to its comparison to the performance of IDWu schemes
were obtained. The obtained numerical results showed that
the proposed CDCoWu outperforms IDWu in terms of data
collection delay and energy consumption for the maximum
ratio of top–data to number of sensor nodes ranging from 0.1
to 0.5 when the number of sensor nodes is equal to or more
than 20.
The future work includes the investigation of the effective-
ness of adapting of CDstep in accordance with the distribution
of observed data of sensor nodes, as well as considera-
tions on more realistic network and channel models with
location–dependent channel impairments. The thorough and
fair comparison between CDCoWu and Wu–SDMAC, which
was outside of the scope of this paper, is also a topic for future
work.
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